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Abstract: 

Existing evidence suggests that the presence of reward cues modifies the activity in 

attentional networks; however, the nature of these influences remains poorly 

understood. Here, we performed independent component analysis (ICA) in two fMRI 

datasets corresponding to two incentive delay tasks, which compared the response to 

reward (money and erotic pictures) and neutral cues, and yielded activations in the 

ventral striatum using a General Linear Model  approach. Across both experiments, ICA 

revealed that both the right frontoparietal network and default mode network time 

courses were positively and negatively modulated by reward cues, respectively. 

Moreover, this dual neural response pattern was enhanced in individuals with strong 

reward sensitivity. Therefore, ICA may be a complementary tool to investigate the 

relevant role of attentional networks on reward processing, and to investigate reward 

sensitivity in normal and pathological populations.  

 

Keywords: Functional connectivity; Independent Component Analysis; Reward; 

Sensitivity to reward; Frontoparietal network; Default mode network. 
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Introduction: 

Emotion and attention represent fundamental psychological processes that 

influence perception, action and conscious experience. Humans confront a myriad of 

simultaneous competing stimuli with limited processing capacity. The brain must meet 

the challenge of selecting only those stimuli most relevant for ongoing behavior and 

survival. In this sense, presence of reward cues is widely thought to modulate the 

salience of behavioral goals and to influence attention and behavioral control in relation 

to goal pursuit and completion (Kruglanski et al. 2002; Pessoa 2009). Nevertheless, 

little is known about the neurobiological mechanisms by which appetitive motivation 

influences attentional processing and cognitive control.  

Respective neurobiological models of reward processing and attentional control 

propose that these functions are associated with different brain areas. Reward 

processing has been associated with a brain system that involves the core structures of 

the mesocorticolimbic dopamine system, including the midbrain, striatum, orbitofrontal 

cortex and amygdala (see Haber and Knutson 2010 for a review). Otherwise, attentional 

processing has been related with the activity of the different brain networks comprising 

primarily the parietal and frontal areas (Petersen and Posner 2012; Corbetta and 

Shulman 2002). In order to study how these neurobiological systems interact, in the 

present study we investigated whether reward cues capture more attention than neutral 

cues; that is, if attentional networks are involved in anticipation of reward. Different 

meta-analysis reviews on the brain areas involved in reward processing have provided 

mixed support as to the involvement of fronto-parietal areas in the processing of reward 

cues (see Knutson and Greer 2008; Liu et al. 2011; Diekhof et al. 2012; Sescousse et al. 

2013). While all these studies have indicated a strong involvement of the reward brain 

areas in the processing of reward cues (i.e., ventral striatum and OFC), only one review 

has demonstrated the involvement of the left inferior parietal cortex and the left 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Nonetheless, these results were not replicated using an 

alternative meta-analytic method (see Liu et al. 2011). Such scarce evidence contrasts 

with the psychophysiological studies showing enhanced P300 when processing reward 

cues and outcomes (Parvaz et al. 2012; van Lankveld and Smulders 2008; Yeung and 

Sanfey 2004), and with functional connectivity studies showing increased coupling 

between the parietal and striatal areas in the presence of reward cues (Padmala and 

Pessoa 2011). Furthermore, fMRI studies using attentional paradigms have revealed the 

greater involvement of the fronto-parietal areas when processing rewarding stimuli that 
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compete with other stimuli (Small et al. 2005; Locke and Braver 2008; Mohanty et al. 

2008; Engelmann et al. 2009; Ivanov et al. 2011). 

In summary, fMRI studies on reward processing have not demonstrated 

consistent activity in attentional networks in the presence of reward cues, and have only 

showed the participation of these networks when using complex attentional tasks. 

However, these phenomena may be more intertwined than they appeared at first glance. 

One possibility of these results is that most reward-related studies rely on general linear 

model (GLM) analysis which focuses on investigating the functional specialization of 

discrete brain regions, while attentional processing is thought to be mediated by the 

interactions of different functional networks. An independent component analysis (ICA) 

applied to fMRI data is a functional connectivity method that allows the investigation of 

how the activity of functional networks is modulated by task conditions. The ICA is a 

data-driven approach which assumes that fMRI data are linear mixtures of independent 

source signals, and it attempts to extract maximally independent signals and their 

mixing coefficients. The driving principle behind ICA is that these independent source 

signals represent coherent groupings of MRI activations, often referred to as component 

maps, which implies the representation of a functionally connected network. Unlike 

conventional GLM analysis, ICA may serve to reveal the hidden factors that underlie 

sets of variables, measurements or signals, allowing the study of the time courses of a 

component (i.e., a functional network) separated from the signals of the others 

components (i.e., others networks and/or artifacts). Thus, the analysis of task-related 

modulations in the time courses of the functional networks generated by ICA can 

provide new insights into the brain’s functional organization that are not observed in 

conventional GLM analysis (Xu et al. 2013). 

A set of functional networks widely replicated across ICA studies (Allen et al. 

2011; Biswal et al. 2010; Segall et al. 2012) has been associated with attentional 

processing. This set of networks includes the dorsal attentional network (DAN), related 

with goal-directed selection for stimuli and responses (Corbetta and Shulman 2002); the 

fronto-parietal network (FPN), related with the detection of behaviorally relevant 

stimuli and cognitive control (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Vincent et al. 2008); and the 

default mode network (DMN), related with internal cognition (Raichle et al. 2001; 

Greicius et al. 2003). Furthermore, current neurobiological models emphasize the 

importance of interactions between these networks for cognitive control. Specifically, it 

has been proposed that the DAN and DMN increase their activity and couple with the 
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FPN depending on how the attention toward relevant external or internal stimuli, 

respectively, is oriented (Spreng et al. 2012). 

The objective of the present study was to investigate the participation of 

attentional networks in the processing of simple reward cues, and to investigate how 

this process is modulated by individual differences in reward sensitivity. To this end, we 

performed an fMRI experiment using the monetary incentive delay task (Knutson et al. 

2001), and we carried out an ICA to identify the functional networks that respond to 

anticipation to reward and correlate with reward sensitivity. Furthermore, we performed 

similar analyses in a second, independent fMRI experiment in which the participants 

performed an adaptation of the incentive delay task using erotic images as rewarding 

stimuli. With this second experiment, we expected to generalize the results of 

Experiment 1 using a different kind of reward. Seeing that our reward cues were 

external in both cases, we hypothesized a positive modulation of the networks involved 

in externally oriented attention (DAN and FPN) and a negative DMN modulation 

during the processing of reward cues. A second interesting point of this research lies in 

the study of individual differences in reward sensitivity. While studies using reward-

related tasks have shown modulation of reward sensitivity in the brain areas associated 

with the reward system (Beaver et al. 2006; Carter et al. 2009; Hahn et al. 2009; Barrós-

Loscertales et al. 2010; Costumero et al. 2013), studies focused on the interactions 

between motivation and cognitive control have demonstrated modulatory effects of 

reward sensitivity on the activity and connectivity of the parietal and frontal areas 

(Locke and Braver 2008; Engelmann et al. 2009; Padmala and Pessoa 2011). 

Consequently, we hypothesized that the expected modulation in the DAN, FPN and 

DMN in the presence of reward cues would be more prominent in those individuals 

displaying stronger reward sensitivity. 

 

Materials and methods: 

 

Experiment 1 

 

Participants 

Forty-one male undergraduates (mean age = 23.3, SD = 4.1; mean years of 

education = 13.7, SD=2.2) participated in this fMRI study. Participants were physically 

and psychologically healthy with no history of mental disorders, head trauma, or drug 
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abuse. Participants were informed of the nature of the research and signed written 

informed consent prior to participation. The study was approved by the Ethical 

Committee of the Universitat Jaume I (Spain). All study procedures conformed with the 

Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki, 2013). 

 

Personality assessment 

The Sensitivity to Reward (SR) Scale from the Sensitivity to Punishment and 

Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (SPSRQ; Torrubia et al. 2001) was used as a 

measure of the reward sensitivity trait. Participants’ SR mean score (M=11.6, SD=4.41, 

range: 3-21) was similar to those obtained in previous studies (Caseras et al. 2003; 

Barrós-Loscertales et al. 2006). The SPSRQ has been translated into 15 languages and 

is widely used to assess reward sensitivity in adults (Torrubia et al. 2001) and children 

(Luman et al. 2012). The SR scale has good content validity and strongly correlates 

with other measures of reward sensitivity, such as reward responsiveness, drive, fun 

seeking, novelty seeking, and impulsivity scales (Caseras et al. 2003). 

 

Experimental Design and Stimuli 

This experiment was designed to study the relationship between individual 

differences in the reward sensitivity personality trait and brain activity during 

anticipation to possible rewards and punishments. The task was an adaptation of the 

monetary incentive delay task described by Knutson et al. (2001) and included all the 

high and low reward and punishment conditions (see Online Resource 1). Before 

entering the scanner, all the participants were given instructions on the task and 

completed a practice session. The practice session was thought to minimize later 

learning effects and provided an estimate of each individual’s reaction time (RT) to 

standardize task difficulty in the scanner. For each participant, the median RT of correct 

trials during the practice session was implemented as a cut-off RT in the main 

experiment. All the participants were initially paid 20 euros for their participation. At 

the end of the experiment, participants received an individually adjusted bonus 

depending on their performance in the experimental task. 

Inside the scanner, participants performed two 8-minute runs of the monetary 

incentive delay task. Each run consisted of 60 trials for 120 trials in all. There were four 

kinds of events defined by a high reward, low reward, high punishment and low 

punishment cue. Each trial consisted of one of those cues, which was presented for 500 
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ms. It was followed by a black screen of variable duration (2000–2250 ms) and then by 

a white target square that appeared for 100 ms to which participants had to respond by 

pressing a response button as quickly as possible. After the participant responded, a 

black screen with a variable duration of 2000–4000 ms appeared, followed by a 

feedback screen (1500 ms duration) that notified the participants whether they had won 

or lost money during that trial and indicated their cumulative total at that point. As 

previously noted, each event was defined by the initial appearance of a different cue: a 

circle with two horizontal lines indicating the possibility of winning 3 euros (a high 

reward cue; n=24); a circle with one horizontal line indicating the possibility of winning 

0.20 euros (a low reward cue; n=24); a square with two horizontal lines indicating the 

chance of avoiding losing 3 euros (a high punishment cue; n=24); a square with one 

horizontal line indicating the chance of avoiding losing 0.20 euros (a low punishment 

cue; n=24). A triangle (n=24) was the cue for non-incentive trials in which the 

participants neither won nor lost money. The participants had to respond after each 

incentive signal, but they did not respond to non-incentive signals since they were not 

followed by a target stimulus (a white square).  

Trial types were pseudo-randomly ordered within each run. The intertrial 

interval was randomized between 2000 ms and 4000 ms. Participants were instructed to 

respond as quickly as possible to target stimuli in order to achieve rewards or to avoid 

punishments. The task was programmed and presented using the Presentation software 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, USA). Visual stimuli were displayed in the 

scanner using Visuastim goggles (Resonance Technology, Inc., Northridge, USA). 

Stimulus presentation was synchronized with scanner acquisition using SyncBox 

(Nordic NeuroLab, Bergen, Norway) and behavioral task performance was recorded 

with a ResponseGrip (Nordic NeuroLab, Bergen, Norway). RT and the percentage of 

hits (successful responses to obtain rewards or to avoid punishments) were recorded as 

behavioral data.  

 

fMRI acquisition 

Image acquisition was performed using a 1.5T Siemens Avanto MRI scanner 

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Functional images were acquired using a T2*-weighted 

echo-planar imaging sequence (TR/TE = 2000/30 ms, matrix = 64 x 64 x 30, flip angle 

= 90°, number of volumes = 502). Thirty 3.5-mm-thick slices centered parallel to the 

hippocampi were axially acquired with a 0.5-mm interslice gap.  
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Image Preprocessing 

Image processing was carried out using SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping 

8; The Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Preprocessing of 

the functional scans included noise filtering using an Art Repair toolbox 

(http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html) to repair 

slice artifacts through interpolation, slice-timing correction, realignment to correct for 

motion-related artifacts, spatial normalization into the standard Montreal Neurological 

Institute space using SPM8’s EPI template (voxel size 3mm
3
) and smoothing with full-

width at a half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian kernel (8 mm).  

 

GLM analysis: 

The GLM analysis (Friston et al. 1995) was performed with SPM8 to study brain 

activity in response to anticipatory cues. In the first-level analyses, a statistical model 

was computed for each participant. The GLM design matrix included separate 

regressors for each anticipatory cue, feedbacks and targets by applying a canonical 

hemodynamic response function and its time derivative. In addition, the six motion 

correction parameters from each participant were included in the model as ‘nuisance’ 

variables. The fMRI time series data were high pass-filtered with a cut-off frequency of 

1/128 Hz to eliminate low-frequency components. Finally, statistical contrast images 

were generated by comparing reward (high and low) and non-incentive cues, as well as 

punishment (high and low) and non-incentive cues, to obtain brain activation for 

anticipatory periods.  

The second-level analyses consisted in two one-sample t-tests using the contrast 

images from the first-level analyses. Region of interest (ROI) analyses were carried out 

to study brain activity for each contrast in the bilateral ventral striatum (VS), an area 

that has been highly related with reward anticipation (Knutson et al. 2001, 2005). The 

VS ROIs were defined as a 6-mm-radius sphere at the [±10, 8, -4] MNI coordinates 

(based on Barrós-Loscertales et al. 2006). The statistical threshold was defined using 

small volume correction (SVC) at p<0.05, FWE-corrected at the voxel level. 

Furthermore, we extracted the mean ROI activity for each contrast by averaging the 

beta-weights from those active voxels within the ROI. Then, the mean activity of the 

ROIs was correlated with the RTs and SR-scores in order to study the behavioral and 

personality relations with brain activity. 

http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html
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Independent Component Analysis  

Group ICA was performed to obtain the functional brain networks underlying 

the fMRI data. ICA is a statistical method used to discover hidden factors from a set of 

measurements or observed data so that sources are maximally independent (see Calhoun 

et al. 2009 for a review). When applied to fMRI data, spatial ICA identifies temporally 

coherent networks which are spatially maximally independent. The main advantage of 

ICA is that it does not require a priori models of brain activity or connectivity to 

generate functional networks because it is a data-driven approach.  

Group ICA was done using Gift toolbox (v1.3i, http://icatb.sourceforge.net). The 

optimal number of independent components (ICs) was 20, which were calculated using 

the minimum description length (MDL) criteria (Li et al. 2007). Principal component 

analysis (PCA) was used to reduce data dimensionality following a two-step data 

reduction approach (Calhoun et al. 2001). Then, ICA decomposition was performed 

with an Infomax algorithm (Bell and Sejnowski 1995) to reach the final number of 20 

ICs found with the MDL criteria. Twenty ICA iterations were performed by ICASSO 

(Himberg et al. 2004) to ensure the stability of the estimated ICs (see Online Resource 

2). Then, individual IC maps and time courses were computed using back-

reconstruction based on the aggregate components of the ICA and the results from the 

data reduction step (Erhardt et al. 2011). Finally, individual ICs were scaled to z-scores. 

The spatial maps generated by ICA were averaged across runs and one-sample t-

tests at the second-level analyses were performed with SPM8 (at p<1x10
-12

 FDR-

corrected; k=30) to determine the brain regions that significantly relate with each IC 

time courses for the whole group. This analysis provides a map of functionally 

connected brain regions belonging to each IC. 

Following previous studies (Kim et al. 2009; Ye et al. 2012; Juárez et al. 2012), 

we performed GLM analyses on the IC time courses to analyze the engagement of 

functional networks under tasks conditions. Thus, the regression analysis was 

performed in each IC time course using the estimated GLM design matrix. This analysis 

yields a set of beta-weights representing the modulation of the ICs time courses by the 

GLM regressors in relation to the baseline. The beta-weights for each condition were 

averaged across runs. Furthermore, the beta-weights for reward (high and low) and 

punishment (high and low) conditions were also averaged in order to acquire a whole 

http://icatb.sourceforge.net/
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measure of reward and punishment anticipation as this facilities comparability with 

Experiment 2. These beta-weights were then used to perform the second-level analyses.  

As ICA constitute a data-driven approach and since some ICs may represent 

artifacts or brain networks that do not relate to the experimental conditions, we used 3-

step IC selection criteria based on previous studies (Kim et al. 2009; Sambataro et al. 

2010; Ye et al. 2012). Thus, the ICs of interest were selected in three consecutive 

stages: 1) those ICs whose ICASSO-calculated coefficient of stability was lower than 

0.9 were considered unstable and were removed for further analyses; 2) the ICs were 

correlated with prior probabilistic maps of gray matter, white matter and cerebral spinal 

fluid (CSF), provided by the MNI templates of SPM8, so that those ICs with a spatial 

correlation higher than r
2
=0.02 with white matter, greater than r

2
=0.05 with CSF or a 

lower correlation with gray matter than the correlation with white matter or CFS was 

not considered to be primarily located within grey matter and removed; 3) one-way 

repeated measures ANOVA were performed with the beta-weights for each anticipatory 

condition to determine which IC showed differential involvement during the 

anticipatory period for the whole group, and the ICs that did not show significant 

differences at the p<0.05 FDR-corrected level were considered to not be task-related 

and were removed for subsequent analyses.  

After identifying the ICs of interests relating with the task using ANOVA, post 

hoc analyses were performed with these ICs to study how time courses were modulated 

by the different task conditions (p<0.05, corrected). Furthermore, correlation analyses 

were done using the behavioral and personality variables to study their relationship with 

the modulation of the functional connected brain networks by task conditions. Thus, the 

beta-weights for each anticipatory cue of those ICs of interest correlated with both the 

SR scores and the mean RT. 

 

Experiment 2 

 

Participants 

Thirty heterosexual men (mean age = 23.7, SD=3; mean years of education = 

13.9, SD=2.4) took part in this study. None of the participants included in the study 

reported a history of DSM-IV Axis I or II disorders, severe medical illnesses or 

neurological illnesses, history of head injury with loss of consciousness, or current use 

of psychoactive medications. Participants were informed of the nature of the research, 
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provided written informed consent prior to participating in this study and were paid €30 

for their participation. The study was approved by the Human Subjects Committee of 

the Universitat Jaume I of Castellón (Spain). All study procedures conformed with the 

Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki, 2013). 

 

Personality assessment 

As in Experiment 1, we used the SR scale from the SPSRQ. The participants’ 

mean SR score was 11.5 (SD=5.3 range: 3-20), similar to Experiment 1 and previous 

studies (Caseras et al. 2003; Barrós-Loscertales et al. 2006). 

 

Experimental design and stimuli 

In order to study the role of the reward sensitivity personality trait in anticipation 

to non-monetary rewarding stimuli we performed an incentive delay task including 

erotic and neutral pictures as an outcome (See Online Resource 1). The instrumental 

task began with a discriminative cue presented for 500 ms which signalled the trial type. 

A white square (target) appeared after the cue and remained for 100 ms in a random 

interval lasting between 2 and 2.25 seconds. Whenever the participants responded, a 

picture was presented for 1 second after a randomizing interval (6-10 seconds). The 

participants were asked to make a response when they saw the target stimuli. When the 

participants did not respond within a 2-second temporal interval (response window) 

after the target stimuli presentation, a “#” symbol appeared for 1 second, indicating that 

this trial had not been properly performed. Four experimental trial types were included 

in this experiment in order to manipulate the motivational value of the anticipatory cue 

and the motor response anticipation effects. In the continuous reward trials (n=32), “X” 

indicated that whenever the participants responded to the target stimulus, an erotic 

picture would be presented. In the partial reward trials (n=32), “?” indicated that the 

participants had to respond quickly to view an erotic picture, otherwise a neutral picture 

would be presented. Thus as in the continuous reward trial, this condition involved 

anticipatory responses to reward stimuli, but in this case, the outcome depended on the 

participants’ RT. The task difficulty for these trials was individualized for each subject 

based on RT, and was updated during the task depending of on-going execution, thus 

ensuring at least about 60% of accuracy. In the neutral trials, a “triangle” (n=32) 

indicated that participants would be presented with a neutral picture after their response. 

Hence, this condition involves action preparation to respond to target stimuli correctly, 
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but without emotional contingences. Finally in the control trials, the participants 

passively saw a “circle” (n=32) followed by a neutral picture without the target stimuli 

being presented. Therefore, this last condition did not involve motivational effects 

neither motor preparation, allowing us study the modulation of attentional networks by 

action preparation without motivational contingences, since previous studies have 

shown a main effect of motor preparation on the activity of key regions within the 

reward system (Guitart-Massip et al. 2011). The task was divided into four runs. Each 

run consisted of 32 trials with 128 trials in all. Trial types were pseudo-randomly 

ordered within each run. The inter-trial interval was randomized between 6 and 10 

seconds. The erotic pictures set included photographs of couples and undressed adult 

women, whereas the neutral pictures set included house-hold items and scenes of daily 

life. The resolution image was 800x600 pixels and no picture was shown more than 

once. Before entering the scanner, all the participants were given instructions about the 

task and completed a practice session to minimize later learning effects. After the scan 

session, the subjects valued all the pictures on both the valence and arousal dimensions 

(on a scale of 1-9). The task programming software and stimulus presentation tools 

were the same as in Experiment 1. RT and the percentage of hits (successful responses 

in partial reward trials) were recorded as behavioral data.  

 

FMRI Acquisition 

Image acquisition was performed using a 1.5 T Siemens Avanto MRI scanner 

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Functional images were acquired using a T2*-weighted 

echo-planar imaging sequence (Slices per volume = 30, TR/TE = 2500/48 ms, matrix = 

64 x 64 x 30, flip angle = 90°, number of volumes = 840). Thirty 3.5-mm-thick slices 

centered to AC-PC were axially acquired with a 0.3-mm interslice gap. 

 

Image Preprocessing 

The preprocessing implemented in the fMRI images for this experiment was the 

same as in Experiment 1. 

 

GLM analysis: 

The GLM analyses for this experiment were similar to Experiment 1. After 

performing the GLM design matrix, statistical contrast images were generated by 

separately comparing the continuous and partial trials with neutral and control trials.  
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One-sample t-test was done in the second-level analysis for each generated contrast and 

ROI analyses were carried out in the VS using SVC at p<0.05, FWE corrected at the 

voxel level. In addition, the mean activity of the ROIs was correlated with their 

respective mean RT and SR-scores in order to study the behavioral and personality 

relations with brain activity. 

 

Independent Component Analysis  

The ICA performed for this experiment was similar to those implemented in 

Experiment 1, the only difference being that the optimal number of ICs determined by 

the MDL criteria for this experiment was 28. 

 

 

Results: 

 

Experiment 1 

 

Behavioral results: 

The means and standard deviations for RT and hits are presented in Table 1. 

Paired t-tests were performed to study the differences in RT and hits between 

conditions. Despite the differences between conditions being small, the results reveal 

that participants responded significantly faster (t40=-2.4; p=0.02) and more successfully 

(t40=3.9; p<0.001) for reward cues than for punishment cues.  

 

GLM results 

As expected, ROI analyses (See Fig. 1) showed increased bilateral VS activity 

while reward cues were presented as compared to the non-incentive cues (right: MNI 

peak maximum = 6, 8, 1, Z-score = 3.65, k= 9; left: MNI peak maximum = -6, 8, 1, Z-

score = 3.07, k= 4). Furthermore, increased right VS activity was noted during the 

presentation of the punishment cues in comparison to the non-incentive cues (MNI peak 

maximum = 6, 8, 1, Z-score = 3.13, k= 4). These results are in consonance with 

previous reports showing increased VS activity while processing both the reward and 

punishment anticipatory cues (Carter et al. 2009). The whole brain voxel-wise results 

for each contrast are summarized in Online Resource 3. 
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Neither the associations between the activity of the ROIs and the SR-scores in 

the correlation analyses nor the correlations between the activity of the ROIs and RTs 

were significant. 

 

ICA results 

Four ICs (C4, C5, C9 and C10) passed the selection criteria and were, therefore, 

selected as ICs of interest. Each IC was defined based on the similarities between the 

ICs spatial maps and the networks shown in previous resting state studies using bigger 

samples (Allen et al. 2011; Segall et al. 2012). Thus, the four ICs of interest were 

identified as the DMN (C4), the left FPN (C5), the right FPN (C9) and the frontal 

network (C10). No component resembling the DAN was obtained in this experiment. 

Table 2 summarizes the brain areas belonging to the spatial map of each IC of interest.  

The one-way repeated measures ANOVA showed how each IC of interest was 

modulated by anticipatory conditions (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The DMN exhibited a 

negative modulation for the reward and punishment cues in comparison to the non-

incentive cues. Furthermore, the left FPN displayed a greater negative modulation for 

the reward cues than for the non-incentive cues, while the right FPN showed a positive 

modulation for the reward cues in comparison to the punishment and non-incentive 

cues. No differences between punishment and the non-incentive cues were found for 

both the right and left FPN, suggesting specific FPN engagement during reward 

anticipation. Finally, the frontal network displayed lower negative modulation for both 

the reward and punishment cues than for the non-incentive cues. 

Correlation analyses between the SR scores and beta-weights for each 

anticipatory condition were done to study the relationship between reward sensitivity 

and functional networks (Table 3). This analysis showed that the SR scores correlated 

negatively with the DMN during the anticipation of both monetary rewards and 

punishments. In addition, the SR scores correlated positively with the right FPN during 

the anticipation of both monetary rewards and punishments.  

We also performed correlation analyses to investigate how the modulation of the 

functional networks by the tasks conditions was related with the mean RTs. 

Nevertheless, no significant correlations between the RTs and ICs beta-weights were 

found under any anticipatory condition. 
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Experiment 2 

 

Behavioral results: 

The means and standard deviations for RT, hits and subjective ratings are 

presented in Table 1. A one-way repeated measure ANOVA was performed using the 

RTs for each incentive condition to study differences in performance. Significant 

differences were obtained between the RTs’ incentive cues (F(1.5,45)=9.7; p=0.001) 

showing that the participants were faster for partial reward than for continuous reward 

and neutral cues. 

Two paired t-tests were run according to the participants’ image ratings to study 

the subjective reward stimuli value. The analyses revealed that the erotic picture set was 

significantly rated as more pleasant (t29=9.2; p<0.001) and arousing (t29=11.1; p<0.001) 

than the neutral picture set, thus confirming that erotic pictures were subjectively 

positive for participants.  

 

GLM results 

The ROI analyses in this experiment (See Fig. 1) showed higher bilateral VS 

activity during the presentation of partial reward as compared to the neutral cues (right: 

MNI peak maximum = 15, 8, -5, Z-score = 4.31, k= 38; left: MNI peak maximum = -9, 

5, -2, Z-score = 4.22, k= 33) and to the control cues  (right: MNI peak maximum = 9, 

11, -2, Z-score = 3.76, k= 12; left: MNI peak maximum = -9, 5, -5, Z-score = 3.65, k= 

22). Furthermore, increased activity in the left VS was seen during continuous reward 

cues as compared to both the neutral (MNI peak maximum = -9, 8, 1, Z-score = 3.4, k= 

17) and control (MNI peak maximum = -9, 8, -5, Z-score = 3.16, k= 12) cues. These 

results generalize to sexual rewards the findings showing VS involvement in 

anticipation to monetary rewards (Knutson et al. 2001). The whole brain voxel-wise 

results for each contrast are summarized in Online Resource 3. 

Furthermore, the analyses investigating the association between the mean 

activity of the ROIs and RTs revealed that under the partial reward condition, right VS 

activity negatively correlated with the mean RTs (r=-0.47; p = 0.009). Thus, those 

participants exhibiting stronger VS activity displayed faster RTs under the partial 

reward condition. No association between the activity of the ROIs and the personality 

assessments was observed in any ROI.   
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ICA results 

For this experiment, four ICs (C3, C7, C19 and C26) passed the selection criteria 

and were, therefore, selected as ICs of interest. Similarly to Experiment 1, each IC was 

defined based on its similarities with the networks shown in previous studies (Allen et 

al. 2011; Segall et al. 2012). Thus, the four ICs of interest shown in this experiment 

were identified as the left sensory motor network (C3), the right FPN (C7), the DMN 

(C19) and the cerebellum (C26). In this experiment, the DAN (C23) did not pass the 

selection criteria given a greater spatial correlation than r
2
=0.02 with white matter. The 

brain areas belonging to the spatial map of each IC of interest are summarized in Table 

2. 

The ANOVA results for this experiment (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) showed that the left 

sensory motor network displayed a higher positive modulation for all the instrumental 

conditions (continuous reward, partial reward and neutral) than the control condition, 

suggesting the involvement of this network in preparation to movement. Additionally, 

the partial reward cues showed larger positive modulation than both the continuous and 

neutral cues, indicating that the requirement of fast responses had an effect on this 

network. The right FPN displayed a positive modulation for the reward conditions when 

compared with the control cues. The partial reward cues also showed a greater positive 

modulation than the neutral cues. Thus in general terms, the effects of the right FPN 

were modulated mainly by reward anticipation and the presence of reward cues 

requiring a faster response. The DMN exhibited a larger negative modulation for the 

instrumental conditions when compared to the control condition, which suggests its 

involvement in movement preparation. Additionally, the fact that the partial reward cues 

presented higher negative modulation than both the continuous reward and neutral cues 

once again hinted that the requirement of fast responses to obtain rewards modulates 

this network. Finally, the cerebellum showed an effect of movement preparation which 

was due to larger positive modulation for the instrumental cues than for the control 

cues. Despite the DAN not passing the selection criteria, its possible involvement in the 

task using ANOVA was checked. Nevertheless this component did not show task-

related differences. 

The Pearson’s correlations between the SR scores and IC task-related 

modulation appear in Table 3, and reveal that the SR scores correlated negatively with 

DMN modulation upon the onset of the continuous and partial reward cues, but not 

while processing the neutral and control cues. Furthermore, the SR scores correlated 
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positively with the right FPN modulation while processing all the conditions. Given this 

result, we ran additional partial correlations to ascertain if the reward or requirements of 

the motor response modulate the magnitude of the correlations. When regressed out for 

activity during the neutral condition, the correlation found between the SR scores and 

activity upon the onset of the continuous reward cues remained significant (r=0.47, p = 

0.009). The same correlation during partial reward showed a significant tendency 

(r=0.36, p = 0.055). When controlling for network modulations under the control 

condition, the SR scores correlated positively with the network modulation during 

partial (r=0.52, p = 0.003) and continuous (r=0.53, p = 0.003) reward. Thus, the 

presence of the reward cues seemed to contribute to modulate the activity in the right 

FPN. 

Finally, the correlation analyses performed to study the relation between IC task-

related modulation and the RTs gave a positive correlation between the DMN and the 

RTs under the partial reward condition (r=0.57; p = 0.001), indicating that the 

participants exhibiting stronger DMN deactivation also displayed faster RTs for this 

condition.    

 

Discussion: 

Across two different experiments, we used ICA to identify the anatomical 

components of the putative brain networks involved in processing reward cues based on 

their synchronous activation by filtering out the noise/artifactual components of the 

fMRI signal. We were also able to examine individual differences in the functioning of 

these networks in accordance with the reward sensitivity scores. Our results confirm our 

hypotheses about the involvement of two attentional networks in reward processing: the 

right FPN and the DMN. Specifically, we show that the presence of reward cues 

positively and negatively modulates the right FPN and the DMN, respectively. It is 

noteworthy that both effects were enhanced in individuals who obtained higher scores 

in reward sensitivity. These results reveal that a response to reward cues is not merely 

circumscribed to the “classical” reward brain areas, but to attentional networks that 

serve to better integrate all the information required to produce optimal decisions (Liu et 

al. 2011). The relevance of these data may also prove important for brain disorders 

associated with deficits in reward processing.  

As far as we know, the present experiments are the first to investigate the 

relationship between attentional networks and the processing of reward cues using ICA. 
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The results of both experiments consistently show that processing reward cues 

positively modulates right FPN activity and negatively modulates DMN activity, while 

there is no task effect for the DAN. Consistently with the DMN pattern of deactivation 

shown in other studies (Raichle and Snyder 2007), we demonstrated that the DMN is 

negatively modulated by reward cues in comparison to neutral ones. In Experiment 1, 

the DMN displayed negative modulation for both reward and punishment cues in 

comparison to the non-incentive cues. In Experiment 2, the results indicate that the 

DMN is negatively modulated by reward cues, especially when delivery of reward 

depends on a subject’s performance. Furthermore under the partial reward condition, we 

found a positive correlation between DMN modulation and the RT, which indicates that 

the stronger the DMN deactivation, the faster the RT. The DMN has been associated 

with internal cognitive processes and it deactivates when attention is paid to external 

stimuli (Raichle et al. 2001; Greicius et al. 2003). Previous research has repeatedly 

shown that, during cognitive tasks, the higher the task demands, the stronger DMN 

deactivation is (Harrison et al. 2011). The present study also shows that the motivational 

stimulus value also modulates DMN deactivation independently of task demands since 

reward conditions are not cognitively harder than neutral ones. This result is consistent 

with a previous report which did ROI analyses to show that reward cues and cues 

anticipating high task demands deactivate specific DMN areas when compared to non-

reward and low task demand cues (Krebs et al. 2012). Overall, the pattern of the DMN 

results is consistent with the proposal that the suppression of this network is important 

for goal-directed externally-oriented cognition (Anticevic et al. 2012; Spreng 2012).  

The DAN is hypothesized to modulate externally directed attention by 

amplifying the saliency of the relevant cues of the environment in accordance with 

current action goals (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Ptak and Schnider 2010). 

Nevertheless, this network did not prove relevant in this study. In Experiment 1, we 

were unable to identify the DAN in any component. In Experiment 2, we obtained the 

DAN in the ICA (C23), but this network did not showed differential involvement 

between task conditions. In other words, the presence of reward cues does not modulate 

DAN activity if compared with neutral cues. These results can be explained by the few 

spatial orienting, eye movement or visuospatial integration requirements involved in our 

tasks, especially when comparing reward and neutral cues. It is also feasible that this 

network focuses on controlling purely cognitive operations to guide spatial orienting in 

accordance with relevant stimuli and personal goals. The tasks used in Experiments 1 
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and 2 presented only one stimulus per trial, and the lack of competition between stimuli 

may moderate the need for the top-down modulation associated with the DAN. 

Finally, the right FPN was positively modulated by the reward cues when 

compared with the non-reward cues. In Experiment 1, we found that this network was 

more engaged in situations involving reward, whereas in Experiment 2, the presence of 

the reward cues and the requirement of fast responses to obtain reward positively 

modulated this network. It has been proposed that the right FPN is specialized in the 

detection of behaviorally relevant stimuli, particularly when they are salient or 

unexpected (Corbetta and Shulman 2002). In this sense, the results of the present study 

indicate that the activity of the network is not only related to the need to select between 

different stimuli in conflict monitoring, planning and reasoning (Kroger et al. 2002; van 

den Heuvel et al. 2003; Wager et al. 2004), but it also seems to exert an arousing effect 

when processing reward stimuli, and it probably participates in preparing the motor 

response.  

The specific role of the right FPN has been recently depicted by considering the 

interaction of attentional networks and the characteristics of the task (Spreng et al. 2010, 

2012). Vincent and colleagues (2008) noticed that the FPN is physically interposed 

between the DAN and the DMN, and these authors suggested that the FPN may flexibly 

couple to the DMN or the DAN, depending on the attentional demand of the 

task. Spreng and colleagues (2010) gave evidence about how both the DMN and DAN 

appear to compete for positive coupling with FPN. They reported increased DAN and 

FPN activity, but diminished DMN activity, when performing a visuospatial planning 

task, but found increased DMN and FPN activity and reduced DAN activity when 

performing an autobiographical planning task. These results led to the proposal that the 

FPN is coupled to not only the DMN during internal cognition, but also to the DAN 

during external cognition. The data obtained in the present study indicate that the DAN 

is not relevant in those tasks which require the processing of a single reward cue (i.e., 

not requiring selective attention), and only the right FPN and the DMN are positively 

and negatively involved, respectively. These results agree with previous studies which 

have shown a right lateralized pattern of activity in the frontoparietal areas present in 

the tasks involving vigilant attention, especially those requiring stimulus detection and 

not stimulus discrimination (see Langner and Eickhoff 2013). Vigilant attention 

involves an effortful process of endogenous maintaining appropriate attentional levels 

in unchallenging activities, and has been proposed to be a multicomponent, non unitary 

http://www.jneurosci.org/content/32/28/9582.long#ref-34
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process that relies mainly on right hemisphere structures, including the FPN (Langner 

and Eickhoff 2013). In this context, the increased modulation of the right FPN by 

reward cues more than neutral ones may be interpreted as a function of intensity of 

attention triggered by each cue (Spitzer et al. 1988), which might reflect motivation 

induced by expected reward. All together, the results of this study are in line with the 

notion that the FPN probably couples its activity with relevant networks, such as the 

DMN, to endogenously focus attention on relevant stimuli by regulating sustained 

arousal (Chica et al. 2013).  

This action of the attentional networks might be mediated by dopamine because, 

on the one hand, reward cues phasically increase dopamine in the brain (Wightman and 

Robinson 2002) and, on the other hand, activity in the right FPN is modulated by 

dopamine (Tan et al. 2007; Williams-Gray et al. 2007). The presence of reward cues 

phasically increases the firing of dopamine neurons in basal ganglia and the frontal 

cortex (Schultz et al. 1998; Stalnaker et al. 2012). Mesocorticolimbic dopamine has also 

been proposed to mediate not only increased activity and connectivity in the FPN (Tan 

et al. 2007; Fischer et al. 2010), but also the relationship of this network with other 

attentional networks (Dang et al. 2012). Likewise, dopamine was related to decreases in 

DMN activity (Nagano-Saito et al. 2009; Tomasi et al. 2011). Hence we may tentatively 

propose that the presence of reward cues leads to increases in right FPN activity and to 

decreases in DMN throughout dopamine. 

This link between dopamine and activity in attention networks is indeed more 

relevant if we focus on the fact that the main effects obtained in this study are mainly 

driven by individual differences in reward sensitivity. In both experiments, we 

accomplished a modulation in the right FPN and the DMN, while processing reward 

cues related positively and negatively to the SR scores, respectively. Individual 

differences in reward sensitivity have been previously associated with structural 

abnormalities in the striatum (Barrós-Loscertales et al. 2006) and with dopamine levels 

(Pickering and Gray 2001). Previous studies have also shown that reward sensitivity is 

associated with stronger activity in the midbrain, striatum and OFC when processing 

reward cues (Hahn et al. 2009; Carter et al. 2009). For the first time, our ICA reveals 

that reward sensitivity is also linked to a distinct activity in attentional networks. 

Previous studies have reported results that are consistent with our data. First, one 

interesting result as regards the right FPN was that reward sensitivity is associated with 

the modulation of this network under the non-rewarded conditions in Experiment 2, but 
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not in Experiment 1. This result agrees with recent results that relate reward sensitivity 

to a stronger probability of adopting a proactive control mode in contexts with 

intermittent rewards (Jimura et al. 2010). Proactive control has been related with 

sustained and anticipatory activity in the right dorsolateral PFC, an area belonging to 

the right FPN. Thus, intermittent reward contexts with mixed reward and neutral trials 

can be associated with the adoption of a proactive mode by high reward sensitive 

subjects, which led them to the sustained and anticipatory maintenance of goal-relevant 

information throughout the task (Braver 2012). Based on the results of Experiment 1, 

we may tentatively propose that this effect should not be observed in mixed rewards and 

punishments contexts. The second related issue stems from diverse behavioral studies 

which show that individuals with stronger reward sensitivity possess an attentional 

system which is directed at seeking and effectively detecting relevant environmental 

stimuli by means of the conscious focalization of attention on locations or stimuli 

associated with reward (Derryberry and Reed 1994; Ávila 2001). These studies support 

the model depicted by Patterson and Newman (1993), which proposes that individuals 

with stronger reward sensitivity pay more attention to reward cues at the expense of 

ignoring other relevant stimuli such as punishment cues (Patterson et al. 1987; Ávila 

2001). In other words, these individuals strongly focus their attention on reward cues, 

which reduces the probability of changing the reward-directed behavior by adverse 

consequences. The results of the present study agree with this theoretical model and 

show that when processing reward cues, individuals with stronger reward sensitivity 

present greater activity in the right FPN and more deactivation in the DMN than 

individuals with lower reward sensitivity. This notion supports the proposal that these 

individuals center their attention on reward cues more than individuals with lower 

reward sensitivity. Further studies should investigate the attentional processing of non-

rewarded competing stimuli in those individuals who display stronger reward 

sensitivity. Third, psychophysiological research supports the present data. Parvaz et al. 

(2012) measured reward sensitivity from the amplitude of P300 to the expectation of 

different magnitudes of reward. Expectation of a high reward yielded a stronger P300 

response than expectation of a non-reward, and this difference correlates with the gray 

matter volume of several prefrontal cortex areas. Consistently with the results of the 

present study, the above authors highlighted the importance of prefrontal integrity to 

modulate attentional responses to reward cues. Fourth, several neurocognitive models 

on individual differences applied to diverse fields such as psychopathology (Volkow et 
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al. 2011), adolescence (Ernst et al. 2006) or personality (Pickering and Gray 2001), 

establish that attention modulates reward processing to a certain degree. The results of 

the present study offer a new procedure to investigate these effects and to test these 

models. In general terms, all these models propose that some frontoparietal areas 

modulate the action of the reward brain areas and that they help determine reward 

sensitivity and probability of approach. However, the specific effect of the DMN on 

these models is still not well-established.  

Another point of interest in the present study is the comparison of the ICA and 

GLM results (Xu et al. 2013). Using the conventional GLM analyses, both the datasets 

employed in the present study have shown a consistent activation of the ventral 

striatum. However, conventional GLM analyses proved less specific to find consistent 

differences across studies in the areas included in the right FPN or the DMN networks. 

Besides, ICA showed the reverse pattern of results, with differences in attentional 

networks, but not in those networks involving classical “reward areas” such as the 

striatum. With these results, we can consider ICA to be a new, alternative way to 

investigate individual differences in reward sensitivity, which offer promising 

applications to psychiatric disorders (depression, psychopathy, ADHD, substance abuse, 

etc.) characterized by deficits in reward processing. 

 

Conclusions:  

Using ICA, we have shown that attentional networks are modulated by 

motivational cues across two reward-related tasks. Specifically, we demonstrate that 

reward cues positively modulate the right FPN and negatively modulate the DMN time 

course. We also show that the modulation in the right FPN and the DMN while 

processing reward cues relates positively and negatively to the SR scores, respectively. 

Finally, no differences were found in the modulation of DAN, suggesting that this 

network is less influenced by incentive motivation in tasks with fewer visuospatial 

requirements. The ICA procedure applied to reward processing opens a new window to 

investigate reward processing and individual differences in reward sensitivity.  
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Table 1: Behavioral data 

Experiment 1 

Behavioral Reaction Time (ms) Hits (%) 

M SD M SD 

Reward 187.7 28.3 84.2 10.8 

Punishment 190.1 30.5 80.3 10.2 

Experiment 2 

Behavioral Reaction Time (ms) Hits (%) 

M SD M SD 

CR 235.9 57.7 - - 

PR 217.8 58.2 59.7 7.4 

N 245.6 65.7 - - 

 Image ratings Valence Arousal 

M SD M SD 

Appetitive set 6.8 1.1 6.4 1.3 

Neutral set 4.7 1 3.4 1.2 

 

M=mean; SD=standard deviation; ms=milliseconds; CR=Continuous reward; 

PR=Partial reward; N=Neutral 
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Table 2 Brain regions belonging the ICs of interest 
 

Component Region Brodmann 
areas 

Max. MNI 
coordinates  

k Max. t 
value 

Experiment 1 

Default Mode 
Network (C04) 

      

 Precuneus 7, 30, 29, 
31  

-9 -55 28 1754 34.43 

 Medial PFC 10, 32, 9, 
11 

-6 53 7 693 23.75 

 Talamus - -6 -13 7 62 14.91 
 Angular gyrus left 39 -42 -70 34 73 14.28 
 Angular gyrus right 39 42 -67 37 32 13.53 

Left 
Frontoparietal 
Network (C05) 

     

 Inferior parietal left 40, 39, 21, 
22, 31, 7, 

19 

-51 -52 43 2432 25.83 

 Superior frontal cortex 8, 6 -12 35 52 767 19.46 
 Inferior frontal cortex 

left 
47, 45 -51 29 -5 256 16.40 

 Inferior parietal right 40 54 -61 40 133 15.41 
 Postcentralgyrus left 4 -21 -37 58 49 13.08 

Right 
Frontoparietal 
Network (C09) 

      

 Inferior parietal right 40, 7, 39 54 -58 43 1064 24.62 
 Inferior parietal left 40, 7 -39 -58 46 453 19.73 
 Middle frontal gyrus 

right 
8, 9, 10, 6, 

46 
45  14 49 878 19.18 

 Middle Temporal right 21 63 -34 -8 143 16.69 
 Medial PFC 8 0 32 46 152 16.07 
 Posterior cingulate 31 3 -31 28 95 15.85 
 Precuneus 7 3 -76 46 40 12.68 

Frontal 
network (C10) 

     

 Medial and lateral PFC 10, 8, 9, 32, 
6, 24, 11 

-3 50 4 4862 28.1 

 Inferior frontal cortex 
left 

47, 45 -45 14 -5 252 19.81 

Experiment 2 

Sensory motor 
network (C03) 

     

 Poscentralgyrus left 3, 40, 2, 4, 
6 

-42 -31 55 595 24.8 

Right 
Frontoparietal 

Network  
(C07) 

     

 Middle frontal gyrus 
right 

10, 8, 9 36  53  -2 822 26.49 

 Inferior parietal right 40, 7 39 -58  43 576 26.17 
 Inferior parietal left 40 -45 -52  49 159 24.01 
 Posterior cingulate 31 3 -28  37 64 17.79 

Default Mode 
Network  

(C19) 

     

 Angular gyrus left 19,39 -42 -82  31 170 28.43 
 Precuneus 29, 30 9 -55  16 323 21.48 
 Medial PFC 10, 11 0  44 -14 146 19.33 
 Angular gyrus right 39 42 -82  34 146 18.67 

Cerebellum 
network (C26) 

     

 Cerebellum - -30 -46 -35 1635 34.84 
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Table 3 Pearson correlations between the SR scores and IC task-related modulation   

 

Experiment 1 

Condition DMN (C04) Left FPN 
(C05) 

Right FPN 
(C09) 

Frontal 
network  

(C10) 

Reward -0.41** 0.01 0.32* 0.01 
Punishment -0.45** -0.04 0.35* -0.01 

Neutral -0.16 -0.16 -0.04 0.03 

Experiment 2 

Condition Sensory 
motor 

network 
(C03) 

Right FPN 
(C07) 

DMN (C19) Cerebellum 
network 

(C26) 

Continuous 
reward 

0.17 0.63** -0.48** -0.03 

Partial reward 0.11 0.52** -0.45* -0.02 
Neutral 0.11 0.49** -0.07 -0.21 
Control 0.05 0.42* -0.19 -0.10 

*p<0.05 uncorrected (two tailed) 

**p<0.01uncorrected (two tailed) 

 

 

Fig. 1 Activity in VS ROIs obtained from GLM analyses. Images are presented in 

neurological convention (left is left) and with a threshold at p <0.05 FWE corrected. 

The color bar represents the t values applicable to the image. 

Fig. 2 Mean and standard error bars for the anticipatory cues beta-weights in each 

component (C) of interest. Experiment 1: C04, default mode network; C05, left 

frontoparietal network; C09, right frontoparietal network; C10, frontal network. 

Experiment 2: C03, sensory motor network; C07, right frontoparietal network; C19, 

default mode network; C26, cerebellum network.  

* Significant differences at p<0.05 corrected.  

Fig. 3 Networks showing task-related modulation in both experiments with their 

associated event-related averages. Images are presented in neurological convention (left 

is left). The statistical threshold is p<1x10
-12

 FDR-corrected with a minimum extent 

threshold of 30 contiguous voxels. The color bar represents the t values applicable to the 

image, while the numbers in the images correspond to the z MNI coordinates. 

 

 








